
LP FlexNet Security 

Any cyberattack has a cost to your business 
measured not only in dollars and time but in 
loss of reputation too- and companies of all 
sizes are targets. As threats continue to evolve 
and grow, keeping your business safe and 
running takes more resources and is more 
important than ever before. 

LP FlexNet Security can help. It is a cloud-
managed customizable solution that protects 
against multiple security threats from a single 
touchpoint to give you greater control  over 
yo ur security. LP FlexNet Security not only 
protects against today’s threats, but also keeps 
you current on developing threats. You’ll have 
the protection you need to keep your business 
safe today and into the future while being freed 
to focus on the growth of your business.

One Solution to Protect Against Multiple Cyberattacks

Protect Against Multiple Forms of Attack
 Includes Global Threat Protection, Intrusion 
Prevention, Advanced Firewall, Advanced 
Malware Protection, Content filtering, support 
for VPN’s 

Extensive Visibility and Centralized Control 
A centralized, cloud-managed dashboard 
allows you to easily monitor and report on how 
the internet is being used

Safeguard Against Future Threats 
Threat definitions and filter lists are seamlessly 
updated,  ensuring every site has optimal current 
protection from the  latest vulnerabilities and 
troublesome websites



Security Center Visibility of Internet traffic with 
 dashboards and reports 

LP FlexNet

Feature Protection (MSG-UTM) (MSG)

Firewall (with NAT)

Cloud Management  

Advanced Firewall 

VPN 

URL Filtering 

Intrusion Prevention

Traffic Shaping 

Content Filtering  

Malware Protection 

Basic protection for Internet traffic

Access to reports and internet traffic statistics 
from home, the office, or while mobile

Increased control for applications,  protocols, 
services and geography

Encrypt data to maintain confidentiality 
and integrity

Prevents unethical, illegal, unscrupulous 
web locations

Inspects traffic for anomalies, takes 
defensive measures. Protection from 
current and evolving threats

Traffic shaping and circuit tolerance 
 (if second network connection active)

Prevent access to questionable or 
 unscrupulous web sites

Keep your devices safe from current 
and future malware

Security Solutions



Content Filtering
Block content by URL or via 
preset templates

 Cloud Management
Your network is monitored and 
managed remotely for �exibility 

Identity-Based Firewall
Intelligent �rewall that 
automatically adapts to rules

Malware Protection
Protect your network against 
malicious �les through Cisco AMP

Intrusion Prevention
Intrusion detection and prevention 
through Cisco SNORT technology

Security Center
View your network threats in 
one place using many criteria

Auto-VPN
Set up a VPN with two clicks. 
Use mesh or hub-and-spoke.

Tra�c Shaping
Control web tra�c and 
bandwidth limits for guests

Lightpath is revolutionizing 
how customers connect 
to their digital destinations 
by combining our next-
generation network with our 
next-generation customer 
service. Lightpath’s advanced 
fiber-optic network offers 
a comprehensive portfolio 
of custom-engineered 
connectivity solutions with 
unparalleled performance, 
reliability, and security.

Our consultative customer 
service means we work with 
you to design, deliver, and 
support the solution for your 
unique needs, faster and 
more easily than ever before. 
For over 30 years, thousands 
of enterprises, governments, 
and educators have trusted 
Lightpath to power their 
organization’s innovation. Learn 
how Lightpath can connect you 
to your digital destinations.

To Learn More About Lightpath 
visit: Lightpathfiber.com

About Lightpath?

Security Solutions

LP FlexNet Security

Managed Security Gateway with  Unif ied Threat Management


